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A Novel Surface-Independent Textile Fully Woven
UHF RFID Tag

Samuel Ver Hoeye , Member, IEEE, Miguel Fernández , Leticia Alonso, Carlos Vázquez Antuña ,
Pascal Ghekiere, and Javier Ardura Casas

Abstract— In this work, a UHF broadband surface-

AQ:1

1

independent textile fully woven radio frequency identifica-2

tion (RFID) tag is presented. The antenna is composed of two3

stacked multilayer fabric pieces in which the shaped conductive4

and dielectric surfaces are part of the woven structure. In addi-5

tion, a novel technique for the integration of the RFID chip6

in the woven structure was developed, providing a maximum7

integration level and making possible the manufacturing of the8

tag in a single step using conventional machinery from the textile9

industry. A tag prototype was experimentally characterized,10

showing a 12.5 m read range under a ±60 × ±60◦ angular11

range, when using a circularly polarized interrogator device with12

35.2 dBm EIRP.AQ:2 13

Index Terms— Antenna, radio frequency identification (RFID)14

tag, textile technology.15

I. INTRODUCTION16

THE number of applications based on the radio frequency17

identification (RFID) technology [1] has experimented18

an exponential growth in the last years. They are present19

in a large variety of sectors and fields, such as digital20

identity management, healthcare [2], [3], access control [4],21

or smart building [5]. Among all of them, RFID technology22

is especially attractive for the logistics sector because of its23

applications in warehouse management, tracing, and tracking24

systems [6]–[8].25

Several frequency bands, including LF, HF, UHF,26

microwave, and, even, millimeter wave ranges [9], have been27

proposed to develop RFID applications, with very different28

technical characteristics and performance. In this way, when29

working in the LF and HF bands, the tags are usually based on30
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loop antennas, which are magnetically coupled to the reader, 31

providing very short detection ranges, with the maximum 32

around a few centimeters. On the other hand, if UHF or higher 33

frequency bands are selected, the communication between 34

the tag and the reader is established through a conventional 35

radio link, and the reading range can be as large as tens of 36

meters, making these frequency bands specially suited for 37

contactless monitoring and tracking applications. For these 38

cases, a wide variety of antennas with different sizes, shape, 39

and radiation characteristics is available, including folded [10] 40

and bow-tie [11] dipoles printed over paper substrates, folded 41

monopoles over conventional microwave substrates [12], 3-D 42

printed wideband structures over PLA [13], and more complex 43

tunable antennas [14]. Although the folded dipole approach is 44

the most commonly used alternative, it must be taken into 45

account that these structures are very sensitive to the underly- 46

ing material, which can considerably degrade the antenna per- 47

formance. Several different approaches have been proposed to 48

address this issue, including the use of radiating elements over 49

a ground plane [15], antennas specifically designed to operate 50

over a metallic surface [16], or the use of high dielectric 51

permittivity substrates [17], among some others. Although all 52

of them are easily implementable using conventional electronic 53

techniques, their main drawback related to this work is that 54

their structure is not compatible with a woven implementation. 55

In addition, in the cases in which the antenna does not include 56

a ground plane, the performance of the tag is still dependent 57

on the tagged material. 58

On the other hand, a different approach based on the 59

use of textile antennas has attracted large research interest 60

during the last few years. Textile antennas and, thus, derived 61

RFID tags exhibit some particular characteristics as lightness, 62

flexibility, and ease of integration in textile items, which 63

makes them a very attractive alternative for a large variety 64

of wearable RFID applications. Several different techniques 65

for the implementation of textile antennas have been reported, 66

including embroidering with conductive threads on fabric 67

substrates [18]–[20], printing with conductive ink on fab- 68

rics [21], stacking several shaped conductive and dielectric 69

fabric pieces [22]–[27], and using a single conductive thread 70

as a dipole structure [28]. These textile RFID tags have 71

been used in generic wearable applications [21], [22], [24], 72

[25], human activity tracking [18], [23], and moisture [20], 73

temperature [28], and deformation [19] sensing. In all of them, 74

with the exception of [28], the RFID chip is attached to 75
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the textile structure using conductive epoxy resin, providing76

a moderate or poor integration level, and limited robustness77

against deformation and washing cycles [26], [27]. Further-78

more, most of the cited works are based on radiating structures79

similar to dipoles, whose performance is strongly conditioned80

by the characteristics of the material on which they are placed.81

In addition to the cited textile implementation options,82

a fully woven alternative has recently been demonstrated.83

This technology was applied to the design of microwave84

waveguides [29] and frequency selective surfaces [30],85

[31], low-frequency RFID tags [32], and microwave86

antennas [33], [34].87

In this work, a textile UHF RFID tag based on a novel fully88

woven antenna is presented. The structure of the antenna was89

conceived to simultaneously provide adequate radiation pattern90

and bandwidth, ease of impedance matching and integration91

with the RFID chip, and performance independent on the92

tagged surface, while being compatible with a production93

process based on conventional techniques and machinery from94

the textile industry. Furthermore, a new technique to integrate95

the RFID chip in the woven structure at the weaving stage96

was developed, providing a maximum integration degree and97

allowing large-scale production.98

This article is organized as follows. A general view of the99

tag is provided in Section II, while Section III describes in100

detail the textile structure. Section IV presents the electro-101

magnetic modeling procedure and the simulation results. The102

technique developed to integrate the RFID chip with the woven103

structure is covered in Section V. Finally, the experimental104

results, both in laboratory and anechoic conditions, are shown105

and discussed in Section VI.106

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION107

Fig. 1 schematizes the proposed tag. It is composed of a108

textile fully woven antenna based on a center-fed radiating slot109

opened on a rectangular cavity. A conductive strip is added110

under the slot as a part of the technique used to match the111

input impedance of the antenna with that of the chip.112

The textile structure of the antenna consists of two stacked113

multilayer pieces in which all the shaped dielectric and con-114

ductive layers are part of the woven structure. Both fabric115

sheets are attached together with seams made with dielectric116

thread along several parallel lines (not represented in the figure117

for the sake of its clarity) aligned with the direction of the118

radiating slot. The two outer sewing lines were made with119

conductive threads to provide electrical connection between120

the top and the bottom faces of the antenna.121

The broadband RFID chip model UCODE 7 SL3S1024,122

from NXP, was selected because of its broadband nature and123

its read sensitivity, around Pmin = −21 dBm, which makes it124

suitable for long read range applications. It is connected at the125

center of the antenna between the two edges of the radiating126

slot, as indicated in Fig. 1. The chip input capacitance is Ci =127

0.63 pF, providing an input impedance value, which varies128

from Zc = 14.5− j293 � at 866 MHz to Zc = 12.5− j267 �129

at 953 MHz. In this work, a discrete series inductor has been130

used to compensate for the imaginary part of Zc at the working131

Fig. 1. Schematic of the proposed RFID tag. The dielectric fabric layers
are represented in gray, whereas the conductive layers are colored in yellow.
The red dashed lines indicate the conductive seams that holds together both
fabrics and provides electrical contact between the top and the bottom faces of
the antenna. Capital letters from “A” to “D” are used to identify the different
sections, depending on their thread structure.

frequency. In combination with the conductive strip added 132

under the radiating slot, this technique avoids the necessity 133

of a large or complex additional matching network, easing the 134

integration of the RFID chip with the antenna. Further details 135

will be provided in the following sections. AQ:7136

III. TEXTILE ANTENNA STRUCTURE 137

Since the two multilayer fabric pieces which are part of the 138

antenna were conceived to be implemented in an industrial 139

loom, they are composed of warp and weft threads, which 140

are perpendicular to each other. The warp threads are aligned 141

with the length of the fabric, and they have to be previously 142

mounted in the loom, whereas the weft threads are aligned 143

with the width of the fabric, and they are added during the 144

manufacturing process. 145

In this work, the conductive textile layers are implemented 146

with ELITEX 117/f17 2ply threads. Each thread is formed by 147

two twisted yarns, each with 17 filaments. The filaments are 148

extruded from polyamide, and they are silver coated, with 149

1 μm thickness, providing a linear resistance around 70 �/m. 150

The total linear density is 234 dtex, which indicates the weight 151

in grams of a 10 km length of thread. On the other hand, 152

the dielectric textile layers are implemented using polyester 153

threads composed of two twisted multifilament yarns, and with 154

334 dtex linear density. 155

A. Bottom Fabric 156

The structure of the bottom multilayer fabric is schematized 157

in Fig. 2. It is composed of two woven layers separated by 158

five unwoven dielectric layers. The composition of the woven 159

layers depends on the section, as indicated in Fig. 1. The 160

bottom layer is made with conductive threads, and it is con- 161

tinuous along the three sections, since it forms the conductive 162

bottom face of the antenna. Regarding the woven top layer, its 163
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Fig. 2. Thread structure of the bottom multilayer fabric. The two top
subfigures represent the conductive and dielectric layers, depending on the
sections shown in Fig. 1. The two bottom subfigures show the binder threads
location. In this case, the woven warp threads are not represented for the sake
of the clarity.

central section, labeled as B, is made of conductive threads,164

as it implements the metallic strip under the radiating slot.165

On the other hand, the two sections labeled as A and located at166

both sides of the central one are implemented using dielectric167

threads. Finally, all the layers are held together using dielectric168

binder threads, as represented with blue color in Fig. 2.169

The following consideration has to be taken into account.170

Since the top and the bottom fabrics are manufactured in171

an industrial loom as continuous pieces, the loom must be172

previously set up to be able to implement the different sections173

of each fabric piece and to automatically make the transition174

between sections without discontinuity. Thus, Fig. 2 represents175

the thread structure as it is used in the loom. In this way, the176

conductive weft threads located at the top of section A are177

used at section B to implement the conductive layer under the178

radiating slot, and those unused at section B are later cut and179

removed. In the same way, the dielectric threads located at180

the top of section B are moved up at section A to weave the181

dielectric layer, and then, the unused ones are removed from182

the fabric.183

B. Top Fabric184

Fig. 3 represents the thread structure of the top multilayer185

fabric. As in the case of the bottom fabric, it is manufactured as186

a single piece, and the loom must be set up to be able to weave187

the transition between the different sections, without creating188

Fig. 3. Thread structure of the top multilayer fabric. The two top subfigures
represent the conductive and dielectric layers, depending on the sections
shown in Fig. 1. The two bottom subfigures show the binder threads location.
In this case, the woven warp threads are not represented for the sake of the
clarity.

any discontinuity. The fabric is composed of two woven layers 189

separated by five dielectric unwoven layers, which are held 190

together using dielectric binder threads. The lower woven layer 191

is made with dielectric threads, and it is continuous through 192

all the sections, while the composition of the upper woven 193

layer depends on the section. The central section, labeled as 194

D in Fig. 1, corresponds to the radiating slot, and therefore, 195

it is implemented with dielectric threads. On the other hand, 196

the sections labeled as C and located at the two sides of the 197

central region are made of conductive threads, since they form 198

the conductive top layer of the antenna. 199

IV. ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELING AND SIMULATION 200

This section describes the electromagnetic modeling and the 201

simulation strategies carried out to calculate the impedance 202

matching and the radiation characteristics of the proposed 203

textile antenna. 204

A. Electromagnetic Modeling 205

From Figs. 2 and 3, it can be derived that the geometrical 206

structure of the fabric is relatively complex. Furthermore, each 207

thread is composed of several filaments. Therefore, modeling 208

that the fabric structure in an EM simulator is a demanding 209

task, and solving it requires a high-density mesh, leading to 210

a computationally complex problem. Several strategies have 211

been used to reduce the complexity of the model, while 212
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Fig. 4. Simulated reflection coefficient of the antenna. The reference
impedance is Z p = 14.5 �.

maintaining an accurate representation of the EM behavior213

of the structure [35], [36]. The goal of the simplification214

procedure is to model each textile layer, either conductive215

or dielectric, as a homogeneous layer with equivalent EM216

behavior, but much easier to model and solve in commercial217

software than the original woven structure.218

The equivalent model for the dielectric layers consists in219

a homogeneous layer with the same thickness hdiel as the220

original textile layer. The equivalent dielectric permittivity221

value εr,eq is reduced with respect to that of the polyester from222

which the threads were extruded. This dielectric permittivity223

reduction is due to the air gaps contained in the structure224

of each thread and in the woven fabrics, as schematized225

in Figs. 2 and 3. The air percentage in each thread can226

be estimated from its linear mass density and the polyester227

density. On the other hand, the air percentage in the woven228

structure depends on the epi and ppi loom parameters, which229

indicate the number of warp and weft threads ends per inch.230

Here, the value of εr,eq was experimentally estimated by231

implementing a substrate-integrated waveguide and measuring232

its cutoff frequency, obtaining a value εr,eq ≈ 1.82.233

Regarding the conductive layers, it should be taken into234

account that the conductive threads are obtained by applying235

a conductive coating to conventional dielectric threads. Due236

to the high density of the conductive fabric layers, numerous237

interconnections between warp and weft threads are made,238

allowing the current to flow in any direction. Thus, each con-239

ductive layer is modeled as an uniform layer with conductivity240

and thickness values similar to those of the filament coating,241

resulting in hcond = 1 μm and σeq = 6.3 × 107 S/m.242

B. Simulation Results243

Once the layer model was obtained, the equivalent antenna244

structure can be easily modeled in an electromagnetic simula-245

tor to optimize it and to calculate the impedance mismatching246

with the RFID chip and its radiation characteristics. In this247

case, the ADS-momentum simulator from Keysight, based on248

the method of moments, was selected.249

The impedance matching approach combines the optimiza-250

tion of the physical dimensions of the antenna with the use of251

Fig. 5. Simulated antenna input impedance. Continuous trace: real part.
Dashed trace: imaginary part.

a discrete coil with inductance Ls = 53 nH in series with the 252

chip to compensate the imaginary part of its input impedance 253

at the center frequency of the European UHF RFID band, 865– 254

868 MHz. Thus, the input impedance of the series combination 255

of the chip and the coil is Zc,L = Zc+ jωLs ≈ 14.5− j4.4 � at 256

866.5 MHz. Then, to achieve conjugate impedance matching, 257

the input impedance of the antenna Zant must be optimized 258

to present a real part close to that of the chip, 14.5 �, and 259

an imaginary part close to 0 �. This condition can be easily 260

evaluated in a commercial simulator by calculating the antenna 261

input reflection coefficient ρant using a port with impedance 262

Z p = 14.5 � located at the point at which the RFID chip 263

will be connected, as indicated with a red arrow in the inset 264

of Fig. 4. The calculated value of S11 = 10 log10 (|ρant |2), 265

referred to Z p = 14.5 �, is represented in Fig. 4, showing 266

the values under −10 dB between 850 and 880 MHz, which 267

covers the European UHF RFID band, and indicating that the 268

input impedance of the antenna Zant is close to the goal value. 269

Outside the indicated frequency range, the antenna exhibits 270

poorer performance, but, as will be shown in the next sections, 271

it can still operate with a reduced read range. 272

On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows the simulated value of 273

the antenna input impedance Zant for three different values 274

of the strip width wstrip, providing Zant ≈ 12 + j4 � at 275

866 MHz for the optimum value of the strip width wstrip = 276

58 mm. The power transfer ratio τ between the antenna and 277

the compensated chip can be calculated from 278

τ = 4
Rc,L Rant

|Zc,L + Zant |2 (1) 279

where Rant and Rc,L are the real parts of the input impedance 280

of the antenna and the compensated chip, respectively. The 281

obtained result in this case is τ ≈ 0.99, indicating very low 282

losses associated with the impedance mismatching. 283

From Fig. 1, the parameters to be optimized are the slot 284

length L and width wslot , the antenna width W , and the strip 285

width wstrip . The thickness of the conductive and dielectric 286

layers and the vertical location of the strip cannot be modified, 287

since they depend on the fabric structure. The values of 288

the optimized parameters are indicated in Table I, whereas 289

the values of the dielectric permittivity of dielectric layers 290
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TABLE I

OPTIMIZED VALUES OF THE GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS

Fig. 6. ϕ = 0◦ and ϕ = 90◦ simulated radiation pattern cuts. The estimated
radiation efficiency is εrad ≈ 7.5%, which provides a maximum gain value
Gmax ≈ −4.5 dB in the θ = 0◦ direction.

and the conductivity of conductive layers, which have been291

previously obtained in the described simplification process,292

are εr,eq = 1.82 and σeq = 6.3 × 107 S/m.293

Finally, Fig. 6 represents the simulated ϕ = 0◦ and ϕ = 90◦
294

radiation pattern cuts, evaluated at 866.5 MHz. The estimated295

radiation efficiency is εrad ≈ 7.5%, which in combination296

with the directive characteristics provides a maximum gain297

value Gmax ≈ −4.5 dB in the θ = 0◦ direction. Note that the298

low efficiency value is mainly due to the reduced thickness of299

the dielectric layers and the relatively low conductivity of the300

conductive layers.301

V. CHIP INTEGRATION302

To enable the integration of the RFID chip with the antenna303

during the weaving process, the chip must be previously304

mounted on a carrier thread. To do that, a custom proce-305

dure, extending the technique reported in [37] and [38], was306

developed. Fig. 7 illustrates the main steps. First, a 50 μm307

polyimide strip was shaped, as shown in Fig. 7(a), and a 1 μm308

thick silver coating was deposited on the two narrow arms and309

on the indicated pads. Next, the chip and a series inductor,310

which is used to compensate the imaginary part of its input311

impedance at 866.5 MHz, were soldered at the central section312

and protected with epoxy resin [Fig. 7(b) and (c)]. Finally,313

a dielectric carrier thread was glued onto the back side of the314

polyimide piece, as shown in Fig. 7(d).315

In this way, the thread carrying the chip can be managed316

by the loom as a conventional weft thread, as indicated in317

Fig. 3, and thus, the chip is integrated together with the textile318

antenna in the same weaving process. Note that the electrical319

connection between the chip terminals and the textile antenna320

is made through the direct contact between the silver coated321

arms of the polyimide piece and the conductive threads, which322

Fig. 7. Chip mounting procedure. (a) Polyimide piece with silver coated arms
and pads. (b) RFID chip and inductor soldered. (c) RFID chip and inductor
protected with epoxy resin. (d) Dielectric carrier thread glued onto the back
side of the polyimide piece. (e) Picture of the manufactured RFID tag. Inset:
magnification of the chip area.

form the top layer of the antenna. In this way, it is flexible 323

and provide a good robustness level against the deformation. 324

On the other hand, it has been shown that enclosing the 325

IC area in epoxy resin is one of the best alternatives to 326

provide robustness against washing cycles and other stress 327

sources [26]. Since that approach is used here, the whole tag 328

is expected to exhibit an acceptable robustness level. Fig. 7(e) 329

shows a picture of the chip mounted on the radiating slot. 330

The developed procedure has two additional advantages 331

when compared with other mounting systems. The first one 332

is that it allows to combine the textile antenna not only with 333

RFID chips supplied together with the carrier thread, but also 334

with virtually any RFID chip or, even, other small-form-factor 335

integrated circuits, paving the way to the development of new 336

applications based on textile antennas. The second advantage 337

is related to the fact that the described procedure to mount 338

the chip on the carrier thread requires relatively low cost 339

equipment, especially if it is compared with other techniques 340

as described in [28]. 341

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 342

The RFID tag was experimentally characterized in labora- 343

tory and in anechoic environments to determine its turn-on 344
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Fig. 8. Calibration and measurement setup. The RFID tag is over a 0.4 m
height foam structure provided by the interrogator manufacturer to perform
the calibration and the measurements.

power Ptop , the maximum reading distance d , and the radi-345

ation characteristics of the textile antenna. Furthermore, the346

performance of the tag under different deformation conditions347

was also tested. For the laboratory measurements, a monostatic348

setup based on the commercial interrogator device Xplorer349

from CISC RFID was used, combined with a circularly polar-350

ized antenna, providing a maximum 35.2 dBm EIRP.351

A. Non-Anechoic Environment352

The monostatic measurement setup represented in Fig. 8353

was used to estimate the turn-on power and the reading range354

of the tag. In addition, the dependence of these parameters on355

the signal polarization and on the material on which the tag356

is placed was also evaluated. The setup is proposed by the357

interrogator manufacturer and consists of a foam structure,358

which holds the tag under test at 0.4 m distance from the359

interrogator antenna. Before performing the measurements,360

a calibration procedure is required. When performing the361

calibration, the performance of a reference RFID tag located at362

0.4 m distance is evaluated and compared with recorded data363

obtained in a controlled environment. In this way, the effects364

of the current measurement scenario, which might perturb the365

results, can be mitigated.366

The turn-on power Ptop indicates the minimum value of367

the power available at the port of an ideal isotropic antenna368

located at the same place as the tag, required to activate the369

RFID chip. It is calculated by the interrogator by sweeping370

the transmitted power and taking into account the free-space371

propagation losses at a 0.4 m distance. Fig. 9 represents the372

obtained results for different tag rotation angles φ around its373

normal direction, when placing the tag on air and on a metallic374

surface. The difference between the measured turn-on power375

and the sensitivity of the RFID chip, Pmin = −21 dBm, can376

be interpreted as a loss factor, which combines the gain of the377

textile antenna and the impedance mismatch with the chip.378

Fig. 9. Turn-on power for different rotation angles. Continuous trace: tag
on air. Dashed trace: tag on metallic surface.

Note that the global performance of the tag makes it suitable 379

to be used in the lower part of the considered frequency band, 380

and that, at the best frequency point, around 860 MHz, the 381

indicated loss factor is around 4 dB, which is in good agree- 382

ment with the simulated gain and impedance mismatch. On the 383

other hand, from the represented data, it can be concluded that 384

the tag performance is not affected by the material on which it 385

is placed. Finally, the less than 2 dB variation with the rotation 386

angle for a given frequency value could be due to the moderate 387

polarization purity of the interrogator antenna, which was not 388

provided by the manufacturer. 389

From the turn-on power at the 0.4 m reference distance, 390

the interrogator controller estimates the maximum reading 391

distance d when working at the nominal 35.2 dBm EIRP by 392

directly applying the Friis equation 393

d = λ

4π

√
E I RP · gRX · τ

Pmin
= λ

4π

√
E I RP

Ptop
(2) 394

where gRX is the gain of the tag antenna, τ represents 395

the power transfer ratio between the antenna and the chip, 396

and Pmin = −21 dBm is the chip sensitivity. Ptop is the 397

measured tag turn-on power when using the actual antenna, 398

and it takes into account the antenna gain, the impedance 399

mismatching, and the chip sensitivity. The result provided 400

by the interrogator device is represented in Fig. 10, together 401

with the value calculated from (2), showing a 13 m maximum 402

reading distance around 860 MHz, while the value obtained 403

for the European UHF RFID band (865–868 MHz) is around 404

12.5 m. Since this parameter is strongly related to the chip 405

turn-on power, the same conclusions are valid. Nevertheless, 406

note that the developed RFID tag provides a reading range 407

over the whole frequency band, which makes it suitable for 408

tracking applications, and that its performance does not depend 409

on the material on which it is placed. 410

The performance of the prototype under different curvature 411

conditions was also tested. The shape of the tag was adapted 412

to the surface of two cylinders with radius R = 30 and 413

R = 20 mm, and the reading distance was estimated as 414

previously described. The measurement was performed with 415

the radiating slot parallel and perpendicular to the cylinder 416
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Fig. 10. Estimated reading range for different rotation angles. Continuous
color trace: tag on air. Dashed color trace: tag on metallic surface. Continuous
black trace: Friis equation.

Fig. 11. Estimated reading range under different curvature conditions.

axis, as schematized in the inset of Fig. 11, which represents417

the obtained reading distance together with the reference trace418

obtained when the tag is not deformed. The performance is419

slightly degraded when deforming the antenna, but it still420

provides acceptable reading range values. Note that the setup421

in which the radiating slot is perpendicular to the cylinder422

axis provides the worst results, because, in this case, the423

distance between all the points along the radiating slot and424

the interrogator antenna is not constant, and therefore, the slot425

is illuminated with a nonuniform phase distribution.426

B. Anechoic Environment427

To characterize the radiation pattern of the textile antenna,428

the response of the RFID tag was analyzed in an anechoic429

chamber, as represented in Fig. 12. In this case, the tag was430

placed parallel to the interrogator antenna, at 4 m distance, and431

the ϕ = 0◦ and ϕ = 90◦ radiation pattern cuts were estimated432

from the backscattered modulated signal power S(θ) measured433

by the interrogator device. S(θ) represents the difference434

between the power of the side bands of the modulated signal435

generated by the RFID chip once it is excited and the power of436

the carrier, both of them evaluated at the interrogator location.437

Since S(θ) is generated by the RFID chip and radiated by438

Fig. 12. RFID tag mounted in the anechoic chamber. The antenna is parallel
to the XY plane.

Fig. 13. Backscattered power S(θ) measured by the interrogator for different
orientation angles. (a) ϕ = 90◦ cut. (b) ϕ = 0◦ cut. The black dashed trace
at −2.5 dB indicates the normalized gain value in the ϕ = 90◦ cut for the
θ = 0◦ direction. It can be used to estimate the angular range under which
the reading distance is larger than or equal to the 12.5 m nominal value.

the textile antenna, and it is independent on the power of 439

the exciting carrier, its normalized value provides a good 440

estimation of the radiation pattern of the antenna. 441

The obtained results are represented in Fig. 13, together 442

with simulation data. To analyze them, note that the previously 443

presented reading range was calculated for the θ = 0◦
444

direction. Thus, the reading range should be greater than 445

or equal to that represented in Fig. 10 in the θ range for 446

which S(θ) ≥ S(θ = 0◦). Considering the ϕ = 90◦ cut, 447

because of the gain reduction observed around θ = 0◦, the 448
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE ACTUAL WORK AND PREVI-
OUSLY REPORTED TEXTILE UHF RFID TAGS

previously presented read range values should be valid in the449

−60 < θ < 60◦ range. Similar conclusions can be extracted450

for the ϕ = 0◦ cut, for which S(θ) presents a variation451

smaller than 1 dB in the range −60 < θ < 60◦. Finally,452

note that the frequency response of the antenna is flat in the453

considered 865–868 MHz range, which corresponds to the454

European RFID UHF band.455

Finally, Table II compares the performance of the fabricated456

prototype with other textile RFID tags reported in the last three457

years. Most of them are implemented by attaching several458

single-layer conductive or dielectric fabric pieces together,459

and, with the exception of [28], the RFID chip is mounted460

using conventional techniques, providing low integration levels461

and robustness. Regarding the performance, this prototype462

exhibits the largest reading range described to date for a textile463

UHF RFID tag, to the best of the author’s knowledge. Further-464

more, this tag presents the maximum achievable integration465

level, since it is the only fully woven structure, including the466

chip.467

VII. CONCLUSION468

A novel textile fully woven UHF RFID tag capable of469

working over any material was presented. The textile antenna470

was accurately modeled in commercial EM software using471

previously reported techniques, and it was optimized to simul-472

taneously achieve acceptable radiation properties and match473

the input impedance of the RFID chip, while avoiding the use474

of additional matching networks. A novel technique to mount475

the RFID chip and a lumped inductor on a carrier thread,476

which is then integrated in the woven structure, was developed.477

The proposed strategy provides a maximum integration degree,478

simplifies the implementation process, since the chip can be479

integrated with the textile structure at the weaving stage, and480

enables the use of virtually any integrated circuit with small481

form factor, paving the way for a large variety of applications482

based on textile antennas. A tag prototype was implemented483

and experimentally characterized, both in laboratory and in484

anechoic environments. The obtained results show that the485

tag can be detected in a 12.5 m range, under a ±60 × ±60◦
486

angular range, when working in the European RFID band,487

but it exhibits a minimum 6 m reading range in the 840– 488

930 MHz frequency range, when using a circularly polarized 489

interrogator device with 35.2 dBm EIRP. Furthermore, it is 490

shown that the antenna can be placed on air and over a 491

metallic surface without observing performance degradation. 492

Finally, it is also demonstrated that the tag performance is 493

still acceptable when curving it over a cylinder with radius 494

comparable to the antenna dimensions. 495
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